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	This best-selling text has been revised to reflect the requirements of the 17th Edition of the IEEWiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008).


	It includes essential information on the new rules applied to special installations or locations, such as bathrooms, swimming pool locations, camping/caravan sites, marinas, exhibition and show locations, solar photovoltaic power supply systems, and floor and ceiling heating systems, amongst others. It presents clear explanations on inspection, testing, certification and reporting, test instruments and test methods, as well as covering:

	
		electricity, the law, standards and codes of practice;
	
		assessment of general characteristics;
	
		protection against electric shock, thermal effects, overcurrent, undervoltage and overvoltage;
	
		isolation and switching;
	
		the common rules of equipment selection;
	
		switchgear, protective devices and other equipment;
	
		wiring systems (including the external influences on them and cable installation methods);
	
		protective conductors, earthing and protective bonding;
	
		supplies for safety services;
	
		the smaller installation, and;
	
		specialised installations, such as outdoor lighting, installations in churches, multi-occupancy blocks of flats.



	These topics are addressed with pertinent regulation numbers, and a useful appendix lists the relevant Standards. Background guidance and worked examples are provided where appropriate.


	Like the earlier editions of this text, this new edition will be a useful aid for designers, installers and verifiers of electrical installations, students of the industry wishing to gain better understanding of the many facets of electrical safety, and ‘duty holders’ as defined by the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989.
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Oracle ADF Real World Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle ADF is a powerful Java application framework for building next generation enterprise applications. Oracle ADF in combination with JDeveloper IDE offers visual and declarative approaches to enterprise application development. This

	book will teach you to build scalable, rich enterprise applications by using the

	ADF Framework, with...
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Theory of Information: Fundamentality, Diversity and UnificationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	This unique volume presents a new approach - the general theory of information - to scientific understanding of information phenomena. Based on a thorough analysis of information processes in nature, technology, and society, as well as on the main directions in information theory, this theory synthesizes existing directions into a unified...
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Windows Assembly Language & Systems Programming: 16- And 32-Bit Low-Level Programming for the PC and WindowsCMP Books, 1997

	Provides Windows programmers with details of and deep insights into the inner system functions of Microsoft Windows Essential for Win95 and other advanced Windows programmers Ideal for software developers who are moving applications from Windows 3.x t o Windows 95 Includes disk of example programs, source code, documentation, and...
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Optimal Control of Hybrid Vehicles (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2013

	Optimal Control of Hybrid Vehicles provides a description of power train control for hybrid vehicles. The background, environmental motivation and control challenges associated with hybrid vehicles are introduced. The text includes mathematical models for all relevant components in the hybrid power train. The power split problem in hybrid...
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The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2020

	
		The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies is a comprehensive, global, and interdisciplinary examination of the essential relationship between Gender, Sexuality, Comics, and Graphic Novels.

	
		A diverse range of international and interdisciplinary scholars take a closer look at how gender...
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Emergent Web Intelligence: Advanced Semantic Technologies (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	The success of the World Wide Web depends on the ability of users to store, process
	and retrieve digital information regardless of distance boundaries, languages
	and domains of knowledge. The universality and flexibility of the World Wide Web
	have also enabled the rapid growth of a variety of new services and applications
	based on...
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